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Abstract-Lasing Without Inversion (LWI) is a novel technique in laser physics which holds the promise ofa
solution to one of the most fundamental problems in short-wavelengthlaser research. Making use of quantum
coherence and interference effects. this technique allows lasing even if only a small fraction of population is in
the excited state, Le., even if the population of the active medium i s not inverted. Tbe intense theoretical work
on the subject has been verified by several experiments which confirmed that LWI is indeed possible.
'Ihe effortsof researchers arc presently directed to demonstrate LWI in the W and X-ray spectral regions.

1. INTRODUCTION
As a general rule, generation of coherent radiation
becomes increasingly difficult as the wavelength of the
radiation becomes shorter. A principal source of this
difficulty is the problem one faces in creating a population inversion. Since the invention of the laser [l], the
requirement of a population inversion has been considered to be fundamental to laser operation. Indeed,the
emissive and the absorptive profiles of an optically
active medium (e.g. atomic medium) are usually nciprocal: if the stimulated emission rate is given by
rate of stimulated emission = Bnp,,
(1)
then the stimulated absorption rate goes as
rate of stimulated absorption = Bnp,.
(2)
Here, B is the Einstein Bcoefficient; n is the number of
photons per unit volume in the lasing mode; and pplland
pM are the populations of the upper and the lower lasing
levels, respectively. It follows,therefore, that in order
to obtain a net amplification. i.e.. to have a stimulated
emission rate faster than stimulated absorption, more
atoms should be in the upper state a than in the lower
state b.
The problem arises as the wavelength (frequency) of
the a
b transition becomes shorttt (larger). In this
case the spontaneous emission ratc, which is given by
the Einstein coefficient A grows as the cube of the transition fresuency o:

-

iio'
probability of spontaneous emission = A = BX2C3

-

(3)

Under these conditions, excited atom undergo a rapid
transition back to the ground state leaving the medium

uninverted. Thus, fast spontaneous emission increases
the difficulty of creating a population inversion and
hence of M i g short-wavelength lasers.
This consideration was one of the main motivations
in the development of a completely new approach to the
problem. which is now widely r c f d to as Lasing
Without Inversion (LWI). Theoretical work carried out
at the end of 80s (21 pointed out that under certain conditions it is possible to achieve amplificationand lasing
even if the population of the active medium is not
inverted. The key mechanism, which is common to all
of the proposed schemes. is quantum cohaence and
interference in multilevel systems. In particular, it was
shown that,if coherence is established between Certain
atomic states, dif€emtabsorption processes may interfere destructively, leading to the reduction or even caucellation of stimulated absorption. At the same time,
the stimulated emission probability may remain mtact,
leading to the possibility of gain even if only a tiny portion of the population is m the excited state.
Since that time. significant theoretical and wrperimental efforts have addressed the problem. Vo'w
schemes were p
r
o
mand detailed themetical d y ses were conducted. This work paved the way for several experiments which have shown inversionless
amplification [3]. Ihe logical culmination of these
efforts was the demonstration of cw inversionless laser
oxillation [4.5).

Inversionlesslasers have been shown to have some
unique properties such as nonclassical photon W
c
s
and subnaiural narrow spectral feaaues, as well as
m y intatsting applications such as long-wave mkasubband semiconductor lasing [6].However, the generation of short-wavelength radiation remains the most
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important potential application of LWI. One should
note at this point that working at shorter wavelength
represents a new regime for inversionless lasers. In particular, several effects which become extremely important for LWI with b e frequency upconversion have
not been considered in the previous theoretical studies
of LWI.Likewise, the pmf-of-principle experimental
demonstrations that have talren place so far with visible
light w i l l find considerable eomp1icat;ons on the way to
the U V and X-ray regime. The aim of this paper is to
address some aspects of LWI in the short-wavelength
region, analyze the complications that arise in this
regime and point out possible solutions.
2. LASING WITHOUT INVERSION:

THEORY AND EXPERIMENT
2.1. TheoreticalFoundations
There exists a number of distinct approaches to
LWI, differing in the way quantum coherence and interference are established. We focus here on the schemes
where coherences are established by optical fields.
Such schemes have been the most practical in the lab
and are the only schemes m which LWI has been
observed so far. Figure 1 shows two typical examples of
such schemes: the so-called V-and A-schemes. In both
of these schemes, atoms are prepared by a coherent
driving field resonant with optically allowed transitions
(b
c for the V-schemeand a
c for the A-scheme).
The absorption of the probe (lasing) field resonant with
the P
b transition (both cases) is then strongly s u p
pressed. This suppression allows amplification and lasing even if the atomic population is not inverted.
We describe such systems theoretically by an
atomic density matrix interacting with classical fields.
First we consider the V-scheme.The evolution of the
offdiagonal density matrix elements (p,) is described
by the following set of equations [8]:

-

-

-

- ia(p, - P d - i Q P a c ,
Pcb = - r c b P c b - iR(pcc - P b b ) - I'OLPca*

Pd

= -rabpd

/

(4

Fig. 1. %o frequently discussed schemes of LWI:
(a) V-scheme;(b) A-scheme. a nprescnts the lasing field
and f2 nprrsents tbe driving field The possibility of incoh a m t pumping is indicated by r.

We solve for pd and find the gain coefficient as a
function of the populations. In a weak probe field limit,
and under conditions of exact resonance (when the
detunings of the driving and probe fields from their corresponding resonances are zero), we obtain the gain per
unit length:
Im-

1996

a

(7)

- 3 I ; N y a -bb(p& - p:b) + l a ' / ( y a c Y b c ) ( p : h - P:c)
4x
Yub + In('/Yac
where N is the density of atoms, A, is the wavelength of
j
the lasing field. yj + j is the decay rate on the i

-

transition, and p,",is the population of level i calculated
to tbe zeroth order in the probe field.
A similar analysis can be done for the A-scheme.
In this case.the equations of motion are
0.b

= -rabPab

- i a ( p a u - Pbb) + iRpcb,

(8)

(5)

relaxation rates which include detunings, finite linewidths ctc. We note that the above equations do not
completely describe the dynamics of the system under
consideration. To obtaina compkte description we also
need evolution equations for the populations of the
levels. The form of these equations will depend on the
particular choice of incohemt pumping mechanism.
In order to obtain LWI,some form of such pumping is
needed to populate the upper level, although a total
inversion is not rtquired. Nonetheless, we can make
some general conclusions without considering the
equations for the diagonal density matrix elements,
No. 3

@)

(4)

(6)
= -racpac
+ iapk - i R * p a b s
where a and R are the Rabi frequencies of the probe
and driving fields mpeztivcly~and r, are the complex
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4x.

a

- 3 k f N y a - + b ( p k - p f b ) + ~ n ~ 2 ~ ( 7 ~ c ~0b -c ) (0 ~ c c
paa)

4R

rah +l a * / y b c

where p: are again calculated to the zeroth order in the
probe field.
At this point we may discuss the physical origin of
LWI. Let us first consider aV-schemc. From (7)*we sec
two contributions of the upper level coherence that
modify the gain or absorption. The first one is due to the
dynamic Stark effect [9]. It is repented by the term
Proportional to Esyr in the denominatorof (7) and leads
to rcduced absorption or gain depending on the sign of
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pared with an optical &cay rate). the medium becomes
transparent. This phenomenon is called the cohaent
population trapping and has been intensively studied in
the past [l 11.

“-\

Fig. 2. Quantum interfacnce of different absorption processes is the explanation for lasing without inversion in a
v-typeLWI.

One might expect that LWI in a A-scheme ocws
due to a “hidden” inversion in the dressed state basis,
that is, due to an inversion b e t w m the upper state u
and the I+)combination of the levels c and b, which is
coupled to the optical fields (see Fig. 3):

-Q=+y-

C

-e-

Fii 3. Drraed state basis f
aA-type LWI. Without incohaart
pumping the population is opticauy pumped into statel-),

which is uncoupled from the ophcal fields. However. LWI
cannot always be explained as lasing with invasion
w a n states la) and I+).

the gain coefficient. The physical origin of this conuibution is the splitting of dressed states. which occurs
due to the presence of a strong field coupling bare states
b and c. A probe field which is remnant with the bare
states is thus detuned from the dnssed sublevels, leading to a reduction of both resonant absorption and gain.
There exists, however, another important contribution
that also modifies the absorption properties of the system. This contribution is represented by the tem proportional to
in the numerator of (7). Its physical
origin can be interpreted as a quantum interference of
various absorption processes. In the presence of a
strong driving field, an atom has several ways to absorb
a probe photon (Fig. 2). In addition to direct singlephoton absorption, it can, for example, first absorb and
emit a pair of photons of the driving field, and then
absorb a probe photon. Different absorption processes
can interfere destructively leading to a rtduction of
absorption and enhancement of gain. Alternatively,
reduction of absorption and enhanced gain can be
viewed as a result of the Fano-typc interference
between the states drcssed by the strong field R [IO].
Although the analytical expression for gain looks
similar in the case of the A-scheme. the physics of the
A-scheme is somewhat different. Suppose. first, that
there is no incoherent pumping. In this case all population of the three-level A system interacting with the two
coherentfields is optically pumped into a superposition
of the states b and c (Fig. 3):

This is, however, not true for most cases. Thc reason is
that incoherent pumping out of the lower states is
always accompanied by dephasing. which lcads to pop
ulation transfer into the coupled state. As a result, it
turns out that incoherent pumping produces more population in the state I+) than in the upper lasing level.
The system, however, displays LWI even under tbese
conditions. This is possible due to the presence of
Fano-type interferences between the states dressed by
the strong field R [ 121, similar to those discussedabove
for the V-scheme.
Although (7) and (11) can give somc useful insight
into the origin of the gain in LWI, they are of little use
in practice. TIEnason for this is that the populations p i
depend on the driving field strength as well as u p the
particular choice of tbe incoherent pumping schane.
Therefore a careful analysis of each particular pumping
scheme is necessary. In general, this will give different
conditions for gain without inversion for diffmnt
schemes and methods of pumping. The most important
particular cases arc
V-scheme without incohertnt pumping into the
auxiliary state c. In this case, the population difference pib - p,”, can be expressed in terms ofthe
population of the state pet, which leads to
(14)

where yCand y,, ~ t the
e total decay rates Out Of ~CVels c and u rcspectivey; y+.is the dephasing ratt
on the dipole-forbiin transition u
c. and we
have assumed the limit of a strong driving field
In12 ~ ~ 7From
~ b(14).
. one can scc drat the COIItribution h m quantumintakence plays a significant role only ifyJ(r, + yc+ 2
y
d is comparable
to unity. In p a r t h k , this implw

-

*

which is &coupled from the optical fields. The population can leave this superposition only due to &phasing
of the lower level cohereace at a rate proportional to yk.
Since this dephasing rate can be made vtry slow (com-

(15)

Y. 5 Yc + a
p
a
l
t
s
e SYC.
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Fig. 4. Schematic of the upai"ZII rchlp and simplified I&

Therefore, the total decay rate out of level u should
be at least of the same order or less than the decay
out of level c.
A-scheme with direct pumping from the lower lasing state into the upper state. In this case,the condition for gain without inversion is [ 121

Yh Y:.
where we used the notation of Fig. Ib, i.e., y:

E

Ya+cand Yh =YlI+b
A-scheme with indirect pumping into the upper
state [131. In this case there is no constraint on the
decay ram involved, and the expression for the
gain is
Again =

31;Ny:

4s

where r is the incoherent pumping rate and we
assumed that r 4 y:, y:. Note that m the limit of
strong driving field

(n ,/=)I

the gain

-

d e s as ry:/IR12, i.e., it is proportional to the
decay rate on the transition CI
c.

2.2. &penmental Confirmation

Then are now several experimental demonstrations
of inversionless amplification of light and cw LWI

oscillators.
While early experiments [3] have demonstrated
ampliiication without population invcrsim in the
pulsed transient regime, it was not until rrcently that
experiments demonstrating cw amplification and inversionkss laser oscillation have beea carried out.
We f m s on the latter.
LASERPHYSICS
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I

scheme used for the first LWI oscillator in Rb.

The first demonstration of L W oscillation [4] was
based on tbe V-scheme (Fig. 4). The experiment was
carried out in a Rb atomic vapor cell using diode lasers.

-

Tbe coherence was created by a narrow-band 780-nm
extended cavity diode laser tuned to the D2(5Sln
S P A absorption line of "Rb. Incoherent pumping was
provided by a broad-band laser diode tuned to the D1
(5Sm
5Pln) absorption line. In the first set of
experiments, a weak coherent probe field at 795 nm
(0,)was used to test the absorptive properties of the
system. The frequency of the driving laser was tunad
within the Doppler profiIe of the D2 absorption line,
whik the frequency of the probe laser was swept
through the D , line.
The results of the probe transmission measurements
are shown in Fig. 5a Curve I shows the result without
the incoherent pump laser. Within the broad Doppler
absorption profile of the transmission spectrum of the
probe beam, there are two transmission peaks, which
appear in the presence of the driving laser. They are due
to the optical pumping of specific velocity groups by
the drive laser and correspond to the pumping of the
population from the level b to the level b' via different
hyperline sublevels of the state c(5PM).When the mcohennt pump is added (curve 2 in Fig. 5a). an increase
m tbe msmission of the probe at the first transmission
peak is observed; it corresponds to amplification of the
weak probe field. The amplification occurs in spite of
the fact that the results of optical pumping by the drive
field are diminished by the incoherent laser (it optically
pumps atom back to the state b'). Consequently, the
w o n of the probe increases in all other parts of

-

hspectnun-

To verify the absence of a population invesion,
experiments with different linewidths for the probe
laser wen carried out. As the linewidth of the probe
laser was increased, the amplification disappwcd.
Since the weak probe does not affect the populations of
tbe levels and its linewidth only enters into the dephasing rate of the upper-level coherenct (in fact, it leads to
an incrtase of this rate) this proves that the observed
amplification is not due to population inversion. and
that it is L W due to quantum interference effects.
When the probe field is blocked and the cell is placed
mto a ring resonator, self-sustained laser oscillations
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Fig. 5. (a) Experimentally measured transmission of the probe laser as a funaim of its frcquq. Curve 1 was taken witbout tht
incohennt laser (pump); cum 2 was taken with the pump. (b) Calculated absorption (gain) coeffiaent for a weak probe field as a
function of its frequency in the vicinity of the& absorption line of Rb in tbe prcscace of the driving field hlDed to the 4.bsorption
line. Detuning is from the center of the absorption line.

of driving field (780 nm)
in a reference cell

k

Max power 30 pW

F=2
Output from the
cavity at 794 nm

/
Three cavity resonances

F = 1'

F=l

-

Frequency of
driving lasa

correspond to thm longitudinal

modes of the cavity
1-1 to tbe F = 1 sublevel Of the 3P,, w~te(Dl line).
Amplificatioo and cw LWIoscillationtook place 0x1thc
transition from this upper state to the F = 1 hyperfine
sublevel ofthe ground state.

Similarly to the Rb case, the absorptive Propttties

were tested using a sepvate probe laser whose aaus-

mission throogh the atomic beam was "das a
wereob~edinthecavityattfiefrequencycomspond-fnnction of frequency (Fig. 8). Curve I shows the
ing to the probe tmnsition of the DI line (Fig. 6).
absorption of the probe as it is tmred across the atomic
In our other experiment, a A-type inversionless laser nsanaace. wben the drive field was pnsent, a lls~z~ow
was realized in a Na atomic beam(Fig. 7). The coherent transmission peakwasobservedintbecenterof absorp
preparation was accomplished by a cw dye laser which tion profile (anve2). This occms in spite oftbe fact
coupled the F = 2 ground state (3S1& hyperfine sub- that tbe drive field optically ppmps most of tbe popllaLASERPHYSICS
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tion into the F = 1hyperfine sublevel of the ground state

that is being coupled by the probe laser. It correspondsto
electromagnetically induced transparency and is closely
related to coherent population trapping, as dirmssed in
Section 2.1. When incoherent pumping was added
(curve 3 in Fig. 8b), a gain peak appeared in the center of
the absorption line.After surrounding the Na beam with
a ring laser cavity, and blocking the probe laser, cw laser
oscillation was observed at the probe !?ecpmcy.

We would like to emphasize several imporrant

aspects of the above experiments. First, these demonstrations have proven that LWI can work in real atoms
and in the presence of many complicating factors,which

can easily destroy cohertnces. Such factors include
Doppler broadening, Zeeman sublevels, hyperfine

441

structure and transient effects. Sccond, the real atomic
shucture and all of tbe effects mentioned above are not
necessarily negligible and were taken into account by
our theoretical treatment. For example, in both of the
experiments described, the gain appeared only for certain combination of field polarizations and only when
these fields were tuned to CeRain hypefine sublevels.
Moreover, the experiments in Rb required the presence
of a static magnetic field which shifts different Zeeman
sublevels by different amounts. Such effects can not be
described within the framework of the simplified threeor four-level models and reqUin special consideration
which take into account the real level structure. For the
Rb experiment such a treatment was done by solving
the density matrix equations for a 32-level model.

Robe transmission, %
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0
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1-T

1'
I

I
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Relative probe frequency. MHz

Transmission
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I
,
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,
,
,
0 ,
,
5 ,
.
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0.900_10

Robe frqucacy, MHz
Rg.8. Robe laser trrnrmissioll as I function of p b c laser frequency for tbe A-scheme in a sodium atomic beam Cum I is the
ansmiuion of the probe in bK abscacc of other fields Curve2 is tbe transmirsioD ofthe pros in Ihe presence of I driving field.
showing electromagmtl'ally i n d u d tnnsptrrny.clpvt3 is the probe tnnsmirsion. in the ~ ~ G S C W Cof drive and pump fields.
showing LWI gain.
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jections of atomic velocity on rbe directions of their
propagation.
Suppose that both fields have frequencies comsponding to resonance with zem-velocity atoms and
that the driving and probe fields are propagating m the
same direction. If the frequencies 0,and co,,arc similar, then the driving and probe fields arc detuned from
the resonance frequencies of moving atoms by
approximately equal amounts. In this we, the twophoton contribution to tbe gain (or absorption) does
not change much with Doppler detuning. This is illustrated in Fig. 9% where tht contribution to the gain and
3. SHORT-WAVELENGTH REALITY
absorption of the different ve;lacity groups is shown for
As was discussed m the htduction, generation of the A-scheme (Fig. Ib). Tbe parameters are chosen
short-wavelength radiation is an obvious application of such that zero-velocity atoms amplify the probe field
LWI.When the coherence is prepared by extemal opti- even though the population of the upper state u is
cal fields, e.g., in the A- and V-schemes, one prefers roughly a tenth of the population of the lower lasing
that the generated radiation have a frequency larger lex1 b. In the case when the lasing and driving fraquenthan the frequency of the driving field. In other words, cies are identical, the contribution to the gain changes
LWI can be used in thii case for frequency up-conver- slowly witb Doppler detuning. In this case the gain
peak is practically insensitive to the Doppler broadension of radiation.
We have already MHed above that the basic princi- ing (as is apparent from Fig. 9b). This was precisely the
ples of LWI do not depend upon the frequencies of the case in the proofsf-principle LWI demonstrations
fields under consideration. This follows from the fact described above.
The situation changes completely when the m e n that the form of the equations of motion for atomic
coherences and populations do not change with the cies m,,, and q,bacome different. Although for small
transition frequencies. These frrquencies, however, do Doppler dehinings the atoms stili contribute positively
affect the equations of motion since some parameters of to the gain, for larger Doppler dcamings tbcir contriithe systems, e.g., atomic decay rates or detunings, tion is negative (Fig. 9a), Le, they d u e the overall
depend upon them. LWI gain is, in tum.very sensitive gain (Fig. 9b). The magnitude and the center of the
to changes of these parameters. In this case, several absorptive contribution is dircctly rtlated to the freuency difference between the lasing and tbe driving
effects,which were not critical for the visible-frequency
as the latter in"s, tfie magnitude of the
Ifel&:
experiments, become important.
absorption increases and its maximum moves towards
In particular, the role of Doppler broadening small detunings. i.e. towards slower atoms.
changes significantly. Although effectsdue to Doppler
In light of this problem, one can choose between
broadening were noted in the d y experiments [14],
their influence becomes especially destructive if the two approaches to preserve LWI gain. One way is to
frequencies of the driving and probe fields are signifi- reduce the magnitude of the Doppler broadening. This
cantly different. The physical origin of this problem can can be done by using, for example, a weUcollimatrA
be understood as follows. When coherence is prepared beam of atoms.However, it is difficult to achieve a high
by the driving optical field the gain (or absorption) density of atoms in such a beam. Another approach to
does not change signtficantly as long as the two-photon the problem makes use of the fact that the width of the
resonance condition is fulfilled i.e. as long as the gain peak inct.eases with the Rabi frequency of the
- g.Byincrcasingthe
detunings of the probe and driving fields from their cor- drive field due to power broadenm
power
of
the
driving
field,
one
can
therefore move the
responding atomic transitions are the same. The linear
Doppler effect results in additional detunings. Specifi- absorption peak to targg Doppler dctunings(Fig. loa)
cally, for an atom moving with velocity V, the effective and partially compensate the destructive influenceof
Doppler broadening <Fig. 106). In this approach, the
dehlnings of thc lasing and driving fields, 31and &dr. Rabi frcqucncyof the drive field should beon theorder
can be rtpfcsented as
of the Doppler width. Then exists an extra price one
has to pay for such a Doppla-fne operation. As the
XI = At + 071 V,,
i
g
.lob) inc~urses,
(18) Rabi fnquency of the chive fiefd w
the maximum possible gain decxeascs. TO keep the
value of the gain sufficiently high, one thrtfon has to
incrtase the atomic density. Since available atomic
density and Iaser power at thc driving
1vc
where 4 and 4rare the &tunhgs in the absence of lirnitcd, a trade-off must be made between reasonable
Doppler broadening, cq and 6& arc the fmqucncies of Doppler width on one hand and driving power and
number of atoms on the other.
the p
r
o
b
e and driving fields, aad V, a d Vz*8rt the
which included all Invrtinr and Zeeman sublevels of
the D ,and D: absorption lines. and then by averaging
over a Muwellian velocity disuibution. Such a model
gives a reasonable agreement with experiment. aS Can
seen in Fig. 5b.
Thus. the present experiments clearly confirm tbe
basic pnnciples of LWI.These prinCiples do not depend
upon the frequencies of the fields involved. The particular
requirementsand conditionsfor LWI,however, do change
as one moves in the direction of shorter wavelengths.
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Fig. 9. Influence of tbe Doppler b"
'gontheLW
gain. (a) Contribution to the gain by different velocity
groups as a function of Doppler detuning, 0)total gain
averaged over the velocity distribution as a function of the
1.ab.(3)fQ = 1.SU&.
Doppla width: ( I ) f~ =Q, (2)
(4)q = kud,. Para"mn- 7,. R 51= 0 . 1 ~7,~being
.
the total decay out of the upper statcu

Fig.1O.lnlYueacc of thc Dopplabroadmingon the LWI gain
for different Rabi frequencies of the driving field (a) Contribution to the gain by diffaent velocity groups as a function of Doppler dctuning. (b) total gain averaged over thc
velocity distribution as a function of the Doppler width:
( J ) &'& (2)&r= 2Y,Q a - 4 7 ~

In Section 2.1 we pointed out that gain without
inversion implies certain conditions on the atomic
decay rates. Usually these conditions require the decay
on the driving transition to be faster than the decay on
the lasing transition. Unfoxtunately, this is usually not
the case when the frequency of the lasing field signillcantly exceeds that of the driving field. Indeed, as (3)
suggests. the decay me, (proportionalto the Einstein B
coefficient) increases with the cube of the frequency of
the corresponding transition. Thus, to have gain without inversion, one should choose a driving transition
that will have the B coefficient (&) larger than that of
the lasing transition (B,,,). Such a combination of transitions is not impossible in real atoms; however, this
requirement leads to some interesting consequences
which we consider below.

the driving transition should be larger than the probability of a stimulated process on the lasing transition.
As a result, absorption of the driving field sets an upper
limit on bow much gain can be achieved.

The B coefficient is responsible for the rate of stimulated processes. Therefore, the condition Bdr > Bp
implies that the probability of a stimulated pocess on
LASERPHYSICS
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R = =0

. 1 ~

Let us consider, for example, the A-type inversionless amplifier wig. Ib), in which the driving and probe
fields are propagating in the same direction. which we
take as the z-axis. Neglecting transverse variations of
tbe fields amplitudes, the propagation equations for the
slowly varying amplitudes of the fields can be rep-

sented as

~
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where. as before, a and f2 are the Rabi frequencies of
the probe and driving fields, respectively, and S and A,,
are their wavelengths. To find amplification of the
probe field one has to solve these two equations simultaneously.
Some conclusions, however, can be made without
actually solving them. Let us mider the case when both
the probe and driving fields arc in resonance with their
corresponding "itions. In the limit when the p b e
field is sufficiently weak, the absorption coefficient for the
driving field can be represented as [cf. (8H10))

Using (1 1) for the linear laser gain and assuming
that
> p z (LWI condition), we obtain

&

So we coaclude
Probe gain, %

2

probe gain per unit length
s- 1,~.+b
absorption of drive per unit length njra

(24

~

The meaning of this result can be understood as follows: if the wavelength of the probe (lasing) field is
shorttr than that Of tbe driving field and 7. b < ya
the ratio above is clearly less than unity. 00 the other
hand, it is unaccqtable to have a driving intensity
lower than a certain value, since the mdium then
becomes highly absorbing for the probe field.Thus,one
is f o r d to choose the parameters such tbat the absorp
tion of the driving field is not too large. In this case (24)
sets an upper limit for the probe gain andthe latter dots
not grow with atomic density and interadion length as
(7) and (I 1) might suggest.
These ideas are illustrated in Fig. 11, where the
results of numerical "on
of (21) an shown.
As the iateraction length is increased,the probe field
&(Fig. 1la)rcachcsits"umvalncatthepOia
when the intensity of theQiving kkl becomesSmau due
to absorption losses (Fig. llb). Ibe maxi" gain
dccrmsts as the vbavda@ OftbepPobefKJd breases
+

Driving field

3.0k
2.5

'

2.0

'

1.5

I .o
0.5

+

andbecancsuttrt~dforlarge~Thisdepeb
dence fdlcrws d i m l y frrrm the nJn3-2s"g of(%).
To Smnmarize, the dissipative absorption of the
driving fidd cause^ serious problem in dre sbort-wavC
length operation of invasionless tasas,since it limits
tht " t m possible L W gain. Tbc rtlativcly
straightfaward solution to this problem d d be to
useasttapwith
drivipgandksingfields.
*can. in * S e a n
atomicwith a
(or oval) shape, such that thc mteraction
distance for the driving field is much sholda than that
of the probe field (Fig. 12). In such a sthtp one can
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Fs 13.A dc electric Beld can be used to create a cohennce
Fig. 12 Schematic of the upuimentalsetup in which lasing
md driving fields are propagating in pcrpardicular dimtions. kra cooling CM be used to reduce the Doppla

between twoclosely spaced atomic levelsof different parity,
e.g., sand P srates.

b"g.

make the interaction length in the direction of propagation of the probe field sufficienuy long to ensure high
gain while at the same time keeping the absorption of.
tbe drivingfield (which is propagating in the perpendicular direction) small. The disadvantage of such a configuration would be its increased sensitivity to Doppler
broadening. Indeed, such a geometry does not allow
any cancellation of the two-photon Doppler broadening. In order to ensure very low transverse Doppler
broadening, such an oval-shaped beam could be lasercooled as shown in Fig. 12b.
4.

LWI GAIN ENHANCEMENT VIA STATIC

b

2

Fw 14. A simple four-1-1 modtl in which a dc magnetic
held can be used for L W gain enhancement. CI and c2
model two &man

sublevels of the aom. The d i d o n of

the dc mag~&cfield should k pcrpcndicular to the aris of
ELECITUC AND MAGNETIC FIELDS
qoantization.
Tbe problems discussed in tbc previous section
apply only to those schemes in which coherences an
pnpared by optical fields. Howevu, this is not the only magnetic field applied in the direction perpendicuIar to
way to establish atomic coherence. In particular, static the axis of quantization (see Fig. 14), causes the Larelectric or magnetic fields can be used to establish mor precession, which also induces coherence between
coherence between different atomic c m g y levels. Since sublevels c1 and c2- To see this, we consider the equasuch a static field is not absorbed by the "
,
the tions of motion for the evolution of the offdiagonal
problems discussed in the previous section do not play a density matrix elements:
major role CVUI in the short-wavelength spectral region.
A classic example of this scheme is where coherence is established between two closely spaced atomic
eaagy kvels by a dc electric field (151 (Fig. 13). Such
a scheme was successfully applied to observe enhanced
second harmonic generation with reducedabsorption in
atomic hydrogen. However,this scheme was not considered for short-wavelength LWI [16], possibly
because of the necd to have two closely spaced sublevels with dif€erent parity and lagevalues of the dc electric field.
We choose here a different approach and show 813
example of how static fieldscan be used in combination
with strong optical fields to enhance inversionless gain.
In particular, we consider a f o u r - k l atomic system in
tbc pnxencc of a weak magnttic field fig. 14). n o
states, (cI and CJ uc taken to bt dCgen#ate in thc
absence of the magnetic field. 'Ihey can repesent, for
ucample, two &man subkvcls.An optical driving field Here, A is the &tuning of the probe field from resob transition. Q,,, = gp# is the Larwith the correct polarization will cwple one of these nance with h e u
staS~~
(say cI) with the
lasing kwl U. The weak mor prtcession frequency. and we have assumed that

-
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the driving field of the Rabi frequency
with the u
cI transition.

R is resonant question of the absorption of

we see that the magnetic field here
From (25)-(30),
plays a similar role to that of the driving field. In fact, it
is equivalent to a driving field with a Rabi frequency
equal to the Larmor precession Erequency. As a rtsult,
in the presence of such an effective field the optical
properties of this system are completely modified.
Solving (25H30)to the first order in the probe
field, we obtain the following expression for the -1
gain G on the lasing transition:

driveabsorption = 3 h , + c Im-P.cl

X
ybcln12

4-

[(P,O,-P:b)(Yic

+~f)
(31)

Yb?c)

0
4- ~ ~ ~ z ~ h c ~ ~ aP aca )( ~ ~ I c l

-

0

+n
: ( 1 4-Y h c / ~ a b ) ( P t l c l - Pc2c2

1,

where we have assumed that IQl B y k , ya. k.One
can see that the Larmor precession leads to the presence of the term proportional to the population differ-

R

4A

where we have used the same assumptions as in deriving (32).Combining (32) and (34).we find that,if 7,

*

R*y"dtRI*
1

the driving field. From

(25)-(30) we have

JXi%,thm

probe gain per unit length
absorption of drive per unit length

2

---

Y a +bYoc

-

(35)

x:ya,,ybc

This expression is identical to the condition (24) except
for the last factor. which is given by tbe ratio ofthe decay
rate of the optical cobertnce to the decay rate of the
coherence of the dipole-forbidden transition. ?he latta
factor can actually be so large, that the ratio in (35) can

easily be made greater than unity. In snch a scheme,
therefore, considerable amplification of the probe field
occurs without h e a s e d absorption of the driving
0
0
field. In other words, the presence of magnetic field
ence pclcl - pc2c2, which plays an important role. enhances the LWI gain. Since the absorption of the
Solving equations for the diagonal elements of the den- driving field becomes especially desmctivc for shortsity matrix and substituting the zeroth-order popula- wavelength inversionless lasers, such a scheme is of
tions into (3I), we find that
particular interest for LWI with large frequency u p
conversion.
3A:Ny:
We finally note that in certain cases it is possibk to
probe gain =
use a microwave field on the dipole-forbidden transi4x
(32) tion (or optical field on the transition with very slow
decay rate) for the coherent preparation of the system
~f [ ( R - YIY; - 2 y m y : I
X
as was pointed out, e.g., in [17]. In such schemes LWI
implies somewhat different conditions and may no
(YbClsrl2 + Y a * Q 1 ) ( Y 3 + 27-y: + Y'Y." + 2Y"
longer be restricted by the absorption of the driving
were R is the incoherent pumping rate and y' is the field. In this case, however, the aspects of dynamical
decay rate of the optically forbidden transition as indi- stability of lasing become of critical importance as will
be discussed elsewhere [18).
cated in Fig. 14, yk = R + y',

-

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have reviewed the basic priacipks
and described the
and we have assumed additionally that yk
yob. of Lasing Without Inversion
first realizations of LWI oscillators. We considered sewUnder these conditions y,, 4 yi ,y:. The inversion can eral aspecu of mversionless lasers operating in the
be represented as
short-wavelength region. Although tbe basic principreS
of LWI are the samc regardless of the wavdtmgths of
the fields involved, the practical cooditirms for xwlization of LWI arc quite different for the short-wavelength
spectral region. We pointed out the probIans specific
Y,"R +2YmY: + Y'Y," + 2Y-R
for this region and outlined possible approaches to
We see that the system displays gain without inversion solve these problems.
if y: + yy," l(2yJ > R > 1' +
/7:. It is also merWe gratefully acknowledge usem discussions with
esting to note that LWI in this system does not imply E.Arimondo, H.Brkgcl, M.F l e i s c m P.Manckl,
any constrains on the decay rates. Let us turn now the D.Nikonov, V. Vekhansky, and S. Y e h This work
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